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Chairman’s Chatter
October 2021

Dear ASSA members
Another great viewing evening was held on 10 September 2021 at the St Henry’s Marist
Brothers’ College with the Ebenezer Pathfinders Pietermaritzburg school. A very big thank you

to all that came out to assist. This made for a streamline learning and viewing experience with
everyone having an opportunity to view on a different telescope.
We have another outreach viewing event on 09 October 2021 thanks to Sheryl Venter’s
initiative at the Monteseel Conservancy. Should anyone wish to volunteer, please contact the
committee to let us know. As always, we will be following all Covid safety protocols.
There are several aspects that have always fascinated me in astronomy, none more so than
Gravity. A weak force able to pull objects toward each other. How does it affect objects in

space and at what mass do objects begin to attract other objects? These are but a few
questions that have always weaved through my mind.
Today, I have the honor of presenting you with someone that has studied this field in-depth, a
member in the ASSA Durban Centre and current Committee member whose work in The
Mechanics of Gravity has now been published in the UK Trade and Science Journal ( https://
www.tsijournals.com/articles/the-mechanics-of-gravity.pdf ). Francois Zinserling, you have done
yourself and this society proud. On behalf of the ASSA Durban Centre, I would like to
congratulate you on this incredible achievement.
Francois has kindly created an easy-to-understand video on his theory. You can find this video
on YouTube with the following link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2dHRsCKG1wc
As always, I look forward to seeing you all on our next virtual meeting held on 13 October 2021.
Stay safe and wishing you all clear skies.
Amith Rajpal.
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Astronomy Delights - Horologium
The Pendulum Clock
By Magda Streicher
“Time and tide wait for no man” – a proverb of which the truth
is in no doubt. Everything revolves around time, which is why it
isn’t at all strange to find a starry clock in the sky! Horologium
is such a constellation.
Going back somewhat in time, Frikkie de Bruyn has drawn our
attention to the following: By the end of the 19th century
scientists believed in a universal quantity called time which all
clocks would measure. However, Einstein’s theory of relativity
has overthrown two pillars of the 19th century science:
absolute rest, as represented by the idea of an all-pervading
ether and absolute or universal time. Every person has his or
her own personal time. If two people were at rest with respect to each other their times would be
the same, but not if they were moving. This has been proved in a number of experiments,

including one involving two atomic clocks which were flown in opposite directions around the world
and showed slightly different times on their return.
Let us spend some time in the constellation Horologium which lies
between Eridanus to the north, Dorado, diagonally eastward, and
Hydrus to the south. The constellation was originally named Horologium
Oscillitorium to honour Christiaan Huygens, the famous Dutch scientist,
inventor of the pendulum clock in 1657, and the discoverer of Saturn’s
rings. Horologium is one of Nicolas Louis de Lacaille’s fourteen
constellations which he named during his stay at the Cape of Good
Hope. It was with this visit that he established the framework for
astronomy in South Africa. In my mind’s eye I clearly see the gentleman
de Lacaille also carrying his pocket watch with some pride, elegantly
attached to his jacket by means of a gold chain. Time possibly stood
still for him too, so that he was able to explore the
beautiful southern night sky in sheer amazement.
Tom Polakis captures the truth by commenting:
“Within the Clock constellation you’ll go back in
time to find some of the southern hemisphere’s
most distant galactic gems.”
RIGHT: Horologium Constellation
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...Astronomy Delights – Horologium

ABOVE: The Constellation of Horologium

LEFT: This old family Pendulum
clock is close to 100 years old
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...Astronomy Delights – Horologium
The constellation stretches from alpha Horologii in the north-east to beta Horologii in the south, a
distance of more than 20 degrees. The bend in the pendulum clock section, turns about iota, eta
and zeta Horologii. One could say the pendulum is hanging elegantly along a line from mu to
alpha Horologii, housing a wealth of deep sky objects to be studied on its arc. The first “i” in
Horologium comes from the constellation name itself. In Latin in most cases, the genitive form of
nouns whose nominative form ends with –um or –us is made simply by replacing the um or us to i.
If the last letter preceding the -us or -um happens to be another i the then resulting genitive form

ends up ending in double ii.
BELOW: NGC 1251 in Horolgium Constellation
Our starting point in time is the super-white
magnitude 4.9 beta Horologii which is situated only
25 degrees north of the southern celestial pole.
The star mu Horologii, points the way another 25
degrees north-east to the open cluster NGC 1252.
This grouping is arranged in a V-formation,
pointing north. The area in between is filled with
fainter members. A lovely, yellowish magnitude 6.2
star, HD 20037, dominates this grouping and is
situated towards the middle area of the western leg
of the cluster, so to speak. It is not certain if this
group is a true open cluster, although spectroscopy
has suggested that around a dozen of the
members are at the same distance, about 2000
light-years away, but they are not related.
Don’t miss the beautiful red carbon star TW Horologii, normally magnitude 5.7, which
displays slight variations of magnitude 0.6. It is one of the sky’s brightest carbon stars. This TypeN semi regular variable star, located a few arc-minutes north-east of NGC 1252, is most probably
a member of the cluster.
Still on the move, like the typical hand of a clock,
and yet another 2.3 degrees to the north, we
encounter the globular cluster NGC 1261 also
known as Bennett 11. One’s first impression is
that of a very nice, bright object, well condensed,
quite round in shape with no sharp edges.

LEFT: NGC 1261 aka Bennett11
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...Astronomy Delights – Horologium
With higher magnification, the frosted glow becomes granular in texture, with a random sprinkle of
faint stars. The core appears slightly elongated in a north-south direction with a knot of stars on
the cluster’s northern edge. A prominent magnitude 9 yellow star is situated about 4’ to the northeast. Jenni Kay described it as “a stunning peppery glow with a brief flickering of countless stars”.
The galaxy pair ESO 155-10 is situated 4.5’ to the south-west, but is far too faint to even glimpse
through ordinary telescopes.
The magnitude 5.2 eta Horologii marks the bend of the

indicated time zone, which is 33’ north of the small
emission nebula GN 02.34.4. This nebula is about 250”
in diameter, and surrounds the magnitude 8.3-star HD
16405, which illuminates it.

RIGHT: GN 02.34.4

LEFT: ARP-MADORE 1 - Photograph D Peach

One of the most distant globular clusters, ARPMADORE 1, is situated in the eastern part of
the constellation, half a degree east of the galaxy
IC 2004. Astronomers discovered this object on plates taken with the Cerro Tololo 4-metre
telescope in 1979, confirming the nature of this object as a globular cluster. It is a truly distant
object associated with our Milky Way, with speculation that it could be as much as 400 000 lightyears away. It is believed to display only a small circular haze, less than 1’ across, understandably
with no stars resolved.

BELOW: NGC 1433 - Photograph: Flickr

NGC 1433 rides the centre of the pendulum
between alpha and iota Horologii, a distance of nearly
17 degrees. The galaxy appears as a fairly large,
circular to oval smear of light. From a relatively bright
bar-like nucleus it shades out to form a woolly outer

edge. Careful observation reveals detail around the
core and outer halo. Known as a barred spiral or
prototype ring galaxy, it has faint arms connected to
the east and west ends, understandably visible only
with much larger telescopes. The small oval galaxy IC 1984 is positioned 24’ west of NGC 1433.
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...Astronomy Delights – Horologium
Tick-tuck another 2.5 degrees further north to a fine example
of an edge-on galaxy. NGC 1448, also listed as NGC 1457,
displays a beautiful thin ray of light in a North-eastern to
south-western direction. The north-eastern tip of the light-ray
is slightly hazier and curving towards the north. Although the
core is extended it does not sport a prominent nucleus.

ABOVE: and RIGHT: 1448 - Galaxy

The elegant pendulum bob is represented by the magnitude
3.8 alpha Horologii in the far north-east of the constellation,
with magnitude 4.9 delta Horologii its close neighbour.
These two stars are only 40’ apart, and beautifully convey
the impression of a little bob. The galaxy NGC 1512 forms a
long triangle of 2 degrees south-west of the two above
mentioned stars. The galaxy has a soft circular glow,
ABOVE & BELOW :
NGC 1512 and NGC 1510 Galaxies

revealing a fractionally distinct bar across the middle. The
inner nucleus brightens
up to a stellar
appearance. James
Dunlop described it as
a small faint round
nebula, a little brighter
in the center. John
Herschel also noted

that it is slightly elongated but curiously, in a second observation he called the object a “globular
cluster resolved into stars barely perceptible”. Recent Hubble photographs show a wide
circumnuclear starburst ring of infant star clusters. The very faint companion galaxy NGC 1510 is
situated on the south-western edge and is just a glimmer of light, barely visible.
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...Astronomy Delights – Horologium
If we think of well-known clocks around the world, the first one that comes to mind is of course
London’s Big Ben. Located at the Houses of Parliament, Big Ben features in songs, movies and
many photographs. Times Square’s Clock needs no introduction, but the fairly ordinary Cuckoo
Clock is one I remember from my childhood days.
The world’s largest clock is the Pyramid Clock in the temple
City of Chechen Itza, Mexico.
However, a clock which has an
incredible record for accuracy is
Rome’s Tower Clock, (shown on
left), also on the World’s National
Register of Historic Places. More
than 946 000 hours of history have been
marked by the sound of this clock.
The historical Strasbourg Cathedral
Clock, (shown right), which dates back to
1843, stands an incredible 18 metres tall.,
For our star-lovers the Orloj Astronomical
Clock in Prague is worth remembering – it
is a mechanical clock and astronomical
dial, dating back to 1410, (shown left).
Then there is the Jens Olsen’s World
Clock in Copenhagen (shown Right) – it
tells the time, shows the night sky, Moon
phases and Solar eclipses, and consists
of 12 movements, which together have
over 14 000 parts.

One of the most intriguing clocks was built
by George Jessop near Ely, Nevada, and
is now in the Horton Mall in downtown
San Diego. On the day its creator died,
the clock stopped and no-one was able to
get it going again, or so they say, (shown
Left).
Bath Abbey with its prominent clock dates from 1499.
According to Andrew White, after it was built it housed
a community of Benedictine monks, this is why it is
referred to as an abbey and not a cathedral, (shown
Left).
Time waits for no-one, so please create some time to
watch the starry skies above you at night.
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...Astronomy Delights – Horologium

Albert Einstein – Pencil Sketch: Kathryn van Schalkwyk
Albert Einstein was born on Friday 14 March 1879 in Ulm, Southern Germany. He was the only
son; a quiet and rather solitary child preferring to read and listen to music. Einstein’s Special
Relativity Theory include his famous equation E = mc2 (E = energy, m = mass and c = the speed
of light), which goes on to predict that nothing real can travel faster than the speed of light and
the faster anything travels the slower time will seem to pass. Einstein received the Nobel Prize for
Physics in 1921. He was also awarded the second Planck medal to be issued by the Royal
Prussian Academy in 1929. Even when he was lying gravely ill, he asked for the latest pages of
his mathematical calculations. Einstein died on 18 April 1955.
RIGHT: Magda Streicher with Albert Einstein in the Madame
Tussauds Wax Museum
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At the Eyepiece
October 2021 by Ray Field
The Moon will be New on the 6th, First quarter
on the 13th, Full on the 20th, and Last quarter on
the 28th.
The Moon will be near the Beehive on the 1st,
Regulus on the 3rd, Spica on the 7th, Venus on
the 9th (maybe visible near the Moon at noon),
near Antares on the 10th, Saturn on the 14th,
Jupiter on the 15th, near the bright orange star
Pollux on the 27th, the Beehive again on the 28th
and Regulus again on the 30th.
Mercury is not favourably placed for
observations this month as it very close to the
Sun, reaching its inferior conjunction with the Sun on the 9 th. (An inferior conjunction occurs
when the planet lies between the Earth and the Sun.) In the morning sky it reaches its greatest
western elongation to the Sun of 18,4° on the 25th (Elongation is the angular distance in celestial
longitude separating the Moon or a planet from the Sun.), It will be a very faint object, low over
the East. It will be a difficult object to observe.
Venus is visible in the evening sky all month and sets at about 22:00. The Moon is near Venus
on the 9th when it may be glimpsed near the Moon at noon.
Mars is not visible this month due to its closeness to the Sun. It reaches conjunction with the
Sun on the 8th and only becomes visible again in November and December in the morning sky.
Jupiter is a very bright object in the night sky and sets in the early hours of the morning. On the
1st October it sets at 03:30 and on the 31st it sets at 01:30. Its four brightest Moons, Io, Europa,
Ganymede and Callisto may be seen in a small telescope as “they” move around Jupiter. Page
51 of the ASSA Sky Guide 2021 shows events relating to the four Moons movements around
Jupiter. The largest Moon, Callisto, has a diameter exceeding that of Mercury.
Saturn is in Capricornus all month. The Moon lies near Saturn on the 14 th. Saturn looks like a
brightish yellow star to the naked eye. It is near the top of the “Vee” shape of the stars of
Carpicornus. A telescope should confirm Saturn’s rings immediately. Saturn rises at 02:30 at the
start of the month and about half an hour after midnight by the end of the month.
Uranus is too close to the Sun in the pre-dawn sky for suitable observation this month.
Meteor Showers: The Orionids with a duration from 2nd October to 7th November have a
maximum rate on 21st October with a predicted zenithal hourly rate of 30. Observations however
will be hindered by a full Moon on the 20th, near the maximum rate on the 21st. The Orionids is
an average shower producing up to 20 meteors per hour at its peak. It is produced by dust
grains left behind by comet Halley, which has been known and observed since ancient times.
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...At the Eyepiece
The Starry Sky in October from Durban in the evening sky. The Southern Cross is at its lowest
to the horizon and Scorpius is already setting in the South West, followed by Sagittarius. The
fainter ‘Vee” shaped Zodiacal constellation of Capricornus, is well placed, almost overhead, and
contains the bright planets Jupiter and Saturn. The “Southern Birds”, as Patrick Moore calls
them, are well placed over the South and Southeast.
The easiest to pick up is Grus, the Crane, with its two brightest stars and a row of fainter stars
through one of them. The bright star Peacock lies down to the Southwest of Grus. The bright
star Fomalhaut, just to the North of Grus, can pass overhead for Durban. A line from Fomalhaut
to the North point on the horizon will lead you to the “Square of Pegasus” which is rather large
and faint. I use the “Square” to locate Messier 31, the famous “Andromeda Galaxy” which from a
darkish location, I used to spot as a fuzzy “blob” in my large 11x80 binoculars. Orion is about to
rise in the East as Antares sets in the West.
(October is the second-to-last month in which you can photograph the Galactic Center of
the Milky Way above the horizon. When the season is over there will be a wait of 2-3 months
before you can be captured again.)
References: Sky Guide Africa South 2021, Nortons Star Atlas, Planisphere for 35° S by Philips
and Stars of the Southern Skies by Sir Patrick Moore.

For Sale - Astrophotography Filters
Baader 1.25 inch / 32 mm filters
Luminance (clear), Red, Green, Blue, and a UV/IR – Cut/L filters.
Narrowband Ha 7nm, Oiii 8.5nm and Sii 8.0nm.
Still in the original packaging. Have never been
opened.

Originally Paid: R 12 000
Asking Price:

R 10 000

CONTACT:

Johnny Visser

Cell Number:

082 357 3091

Email address: ximatrix@telkomsa.net
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Algol, the “Demon Star”
By Brian Ventrudo

ABOVE: An artist’s conception of an eclipsing binary star.
Algol, the second brightest star in the northern constellation Perseus, is the finest example of an
eclipsing variable star in the entire sky. In this compact stellar system, two stars revolve around
their common center of mass in a rhythmic and precise gravitational dance, and the resulting
eclipse causes the brightness of the star to vary like clockwork to a degree that’s easily
perceptible to the human eye. And you can watch it from your backyard. No telescope required.
Algol, also cataloged as Beta Persei, lies some 93 light years from Earth. Like many stars, it’s a
binary: a hot blue-white main
sequence star about three
times the diameter of our Sun,
and a cooler yellow-orange
star that’s started to grow long
in the tooth. The two are quite
close to each other, only 1/20
of the separation of the Earth
and Sun, so they revolve
quickly, once every 2.867
days to be precise. Such
closely-spaced binary stars
are quite common.
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...Algol

Above: Perseus and the eclipsing variable star Algol. During an eclipse, you can compare the
brightness of Algol to the stars Almach (magnitude 2.1) and Epsilon Persei (magnitude 2.9).
But unlike many binary stars, the orbital plane of Algol is aligned to our point of view, which
means the fainter cool star partly blocks the brighter hot star once per revolution. That causes
total brightness of the two stars to appear to drop suddenly by roughly 70%. And when the
brighter star blocks the cool star, the total brightness drops again, but by a much smaller amount
over the same period.
Ancient stargazers were unnerved by
Algol, perhaps by its rhythmic changes in
brightness. Its name comes from the
Arabic al Ghul, “The Demon”, and in the
Greek myths, Algol represents the head of
Medusa, the snake-haired gorgon, the
head of which Perseus used to turn the
sea monster Cetus to stone. The ancients
also considered Algol to represent
misfortune. The epic poet Homer wrote of
Algol in the Iliad: “...the Gorgon’s head, a
ghastly sight, deformed and dreadful, and
a sight of woe“.
ABOVE: The constellation Perseus and Algol, the
Bright Star in the Gorgon's head - Johannes
Hevelius, Uranographia 1690
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...Algol
But the ancients gave the star a bad rap. With the dawn of modern science, astronomers made
more precise measurements of Algol’s brightness variations in the 17th and 18th centuries. And
some astronomers speculated the variability was caused by an eclipse, possibly caused by a large
planet going around the star. Finally, with the dawn of spectroscopy in the late 19th century,
astronomers were able to confirm the presence of two stars that revolve around each other, one
fainter than the other. In time, a much fainter third star was also detected in the system; this star
revolves around the two brighter stars every 1.85 years.
From our point of view, all three stars are too close to resolve directly in a telescope. But clever
schemes to image the star using interferometric techniques have resolved the two main stars and
show their revolution. See below Gif photos taken sequentially from left to right; or watch the Gif on
https://cosmicpursuits.com/2270/algol-demon-star/#more-2270

ABOVE: A series of near-IR images of the two main components of the star Algol revolving
around each other. Image credit: Georgia State University.
You can see Algol in action for yourself. It’s easily visible in Perseus just east of Mirfak, the
brightest star in the constellation. When not in eclipse, the star has a brightness of magnitude 2.2.
At peak eclipse, when the fainter component partially eclipses the brighter component, the
brightness falls noticeably to magnitude 3.3.
The eclipse happens over about ten hours from maximum to minimum to maximum again, so if the
timing is right you can see the brightness fall and rise during a single night, and an appreciable
change in brightness in just a couple of hours. To follow the progress of the eclipse, you can
compare the brightness of the Algol to nearby Epsilon (ε) Persei (magnitude 2.9) and Gamma (γ)
Andromedae (Almaak), which is magnitude 2.1. Again, no telescope is required.

ABOVE: Algol, Epsilon, Persei and Almaak (Andromedae) - Photograph: star-facts.com
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...Algol
As mentioned, the eclipses of Algol arrive every 2.867 days. To find out exactly when they occur
in your time zone, this page has a useful predictor tool for Algol and several other bright variable
stars. http://lackawannaastronomicalsociety.org/varstar.htm
The measure of the brightness (or magnitude) of a variable star like Algol gives what’s called a
light curve. An eclipsing variable gives the distinctive light curve shown below. The deep dip in
brightness is the time when the faint star blocks the bright star. When the bright star blocks the
faint star, you see a shallower dip in brightness.

ABOVE: The light curve for Algol showing the primary eclipse and secondary eclipse, each
of which occurs every 2.867 days.
Eclipsing binary stars like Algol are more than a passing curiosity. They also enable direct
determination of stellar brightness and mass that help astronomers refine theories and
mathematical models of how stars work. It’s another example of how nature is sometimes
generous: we can measure the true size and brightness of a star many trillions of miles away
simply by careful observation and deduction, and infer the properties of thousands of other stars
with these measurements. Science is a beautiful thing.
LEFT: The Algol system on 12
August 2009. This ia a CHARA
interferometer image with 1/2milliarcsecond resolution in the
near infrared H-band. The
elongated appearance of Algol
Aa2 (labelled B) and the round
appearance of Algol Aa1
(labelled A) are real, but the
form of Algol Ab (labelled C) is
an artifact. Credit: Wikipedia
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The Cover Image - Rho Ophiuchi
Image by Angus Burns

I captured this image of a section of the

TECH SPECS:

beautiful and expansive Rho Ophiuchi cloud



IMAGES:
30 x 8 min subs (total 4 hours integration)
50 darks
50 dark flats



CAMERA
ZWO ASI294mc Pro



FILTER
Baader Neodymium

complex (IC 4603) from my front yard in
Newcastle KZN over a couple of nights through
Bortle 6-8 skies (mainly caused by grassland
fires and moisture with light pollution
excerbated as a result).
The Rho Ophiuchi Cloud complex has always

fascinated me especially given how colorful it is  SCOPE:
Willams Optics Redcat 51
– with the stars Antares in the yellow section,
Rho Ophiuchi at the center of the blue area,



GUIDESCOPE & CAMERA:
Skywatcher 50mm
ZWO290mm



MOUNT
Skywatcher NEQ6 Pro

Sigma Scorpii in the red area and the Globular
Cluster M4 on the edge. A lot more data would
do this object better justice but for now here is
what I was able to capture under quite
challenging conditions.
Index Page Photo - The Moon by Angus Burns



EDITING:
Stacked and pre-processed in APP
Finished in LR/CC2019
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What Is Gravitational Lensing?
By Kelly Kizer Whitt

NASA released the above Hubble Space Telescope image on 27 August 2021. The 2 bright lights
inside the ring are distant galaxies. The gravity of the 2 galaxies acts as a gravitational lens in
space. That is, their combined extreme mass has caused space to curve. The ring and 4 points
aren’t physically connected to the 2 galaxies. They’re light originating from a yet-moredistant quasar. The quasar’s light has been bent while traveling on the curved space - the
gravitational lens - around the galaxy pair.

What is gravitational lensing?
In November 1915, Albert Einstein published his theory of general relativity. A key point in his
theory is that massive objects distort the fabric of space-time, the way a bowling ball on a
trampoline would stretch and warp the fabric around it. In order to prove Einstein’s theory right,
scientists travelled the globe to be under the solar eclipse of 1919. There they witnessed the sun
bending the light of background stars by the amount Einstein predicted. Nowadays, scientists use
the same concept – gravitational lensing – to learn more about galaxies and quasars in the early
universe.
Gravitational lensing occurs when massive foreground objects, such as the two galaxies in the
above image, bend and warp the fabric of space itself. The more distant light of the quasar – a
young active galaxy – traveling toward us reaches this warped space, which then acts as a lens,
bending and magnifying the light. This is why we see a ring with the four different points of light
from one bright, very distant light source .
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...Gravitational Lensing?

ABOVE: This diagram shows how light from a distant quasar bends around the warped fabric of
space in the vicinity of a massive galaxy. This results in multiple images of the quasar from Earth’s
point of view. Image via R. Hurt (IPAC/ Caltech)/ The GraL Collaboration/ ESA.

Gravitational Lenses and Dark Matter
The concept of gravitational lensing lets astronomers learn more about the amount of mass and dark
matter that is present in the foreground galaxies. Dark matter is, as the name alludes to, dark. The
only way for astronomers to study it is to see how its gravity affects visible objects. Astronomers
don’t know what dark matter is yet. It is quite a conundrum, because they estimate that dark matter
makes up as much as 85% of the total mass in the universe. So gravitational lensing provides more
information about foreground objects and gives astronomers a tool to see where the dark matter
must lie, based on its effects on the background galaxies.

ABOVE: On the left of the image, is galaxy cluster Cl 0024+17 in visible light. In the artist’s concept
on the right, blue shading indicates the location of dark matter that scientists mathematically
determined must exist to account for the nature and placement of the gravitationally lensed galaxies.
Image via NASA/ ESA/ M.J. Jee and H. Ford (Johns Hopkins University).
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...Gravitational Lensing?
Scientists searching for more gravitational lenses to study have enlisted the help of artificial
intelligence. In 2017, astronomers used an algorithm and artificial intelligence to detect 56
gravitational lens candidates. As of February 2021, Artificial Intelligence has now found more
than 1,200 gravitational lens candidates.
Gravitational lenses can create phenomena in a wide variety of shapes and sizes, but two of the
most well-known are the Einstein cross and Einstein ring.

Einstein Crosses
While there are many Einstein crosses, there is only one with the proper name of the Einstein
Cross, discovered in 1985. It provides an excellent example of a quasar that we see through a
gravitational lens. The quasar sits directly behind a galaxy and we see it as four points of light
surrounding the nearer galaxy.

ABOVE: The image of an Einstein Cross is a gravitationally lensed object called
G2237+0305, a quasar located 8 billion light-years away. Image via HubbleSite
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...Gravitational Lensing?
As of April 2021, the Gaia survey has now found a dozen Einstein crosses.

ABOVE: The Gaia Survey discovered these 12 Einstein crosses.
Image via The GraL Collaboration/ ESA.

Einstein Rings
When a galaxy or a quasar is off center from the foreground object, the lensing creates a ring or
arcs instead of points. Einstein rings appear around many distant galaxies.

ABOVE: These giant elliptical galaxies all have rings around them. The rings are more distant
galaxies lensed by the foreground galaxy. Image via NASA/ ESA/ and the SLACS Survey team. .
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...Gravitational Lensing?
More beautiful examples of gravitational lensing
Each gravitationally lensed object has a beauty and mystique all its own.

ABOVE: This luminous red galaxy has a strong gravitational field that has warped light from a
much more distant blue galaxy into a ring shape. Scientists discovered this object, LRG 3-757, in
data observed in 2007, from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. In 2011, the Hubble Space
Telescope’s Wide Field Camera 3 took the follow-up observation we see here.
Image via ESA/ Hubble & NASA/ APOD.
LEFT: In 2015, astronomers combined
optical and X-ray data for this image of
the Cheshire Cat group of galaxies.
The two bright eyes are large galaxies
racing toward each other at more than
300,000 miles (483,000 km) per hour.
The curved arcs around the galaxy that
make up the cat’s face and grin are 4
distant background galaxies that we
see through gravitational lensing.
Image via NASA/ CXC/ UA/ STScl.
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...Gravitational Lensing?
LEFT: This image contains 12 images
of a background galaxy. The Sunburst
Arc galaxy that appears in these arcs is
11 billion light-years away.
A gravitational lens made from the
foreground cluster of galaxies 4.6 billion
light-years away enables us to see the
more distant galaxy.
Image via ESA/ NASA/ E. RiveraThorsen et al.

RIGHT: Scientists named this region
crowded with galaxies Abell 370. This
galaxy cluster was one of the very first
astronomers used to observe
gravitational lensing.
The many arcs and streaks in the picture
are stretched images of background
galaxies.
Image via NASA/ ESA/ Hubble.

Bottom line:
Gravitational lensing occurs when a
massive foreground object warps the
space around it, distorting the image of a
background object into rings, arcs or
multiple points of light. Gravitational
lenses help reveal dark matter in
galaxies.
Source: earthsky.org/space
https://earthsky.org/space/what-is-gravitational-lensing-einstein-ring/
Many thanks to Jean Senogles for submitting this article for publication.
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History of Stargazing Instruments - Part 3
Compiled by Corinne Gill



1941/4 - Dmitri Dmitrievich Maksutov, born April 1896 in Nikolayev,
Russia., built his first telescope, an18-centimeter mirror, at the age of 15.
At 17. In 1941 he invented the the Maksutov telescope; which is a steeply
curved meniscus lens in front of a spherical mirror, made to introduce the
correct amount of over corrected spherical aberration to balance the under
corrected spherical aberration of the mirror. This concept of a single
meniscus lens is so powerful that it may be applied to many types of
telescopes; the Newtonian, Cassegrain, Gregorian, Mersenne, Schmidt,
and even the subdiameter Ross-type corrector. The optical world first
became aware of this exciting new type of telescope in Maksutov's paper
published in the Journal of the Optical Society of America in May, 1944,
"New Catadioptric Meniscus Systems".



1948 - The Hale reflector, the largest telescope, the 200 Inch (5.1m) at
the Californian Mount Palomar observatory, was completed. Observers
now could see objects 1,000,000,000 light years away from the earth. In
building this giant telescope, it was impractical to make a barrel long
enough to accommodate the giant lenses. So a system of mirrors is
combined with the lenses, known as a reflecting telescope. The 200 inch
lens of the new telescope is actually a mirror. This extraordinary
instrument was the vision of astronomer and Caltech founder George
Ellery Hale,an American solar astronomer, best known for his discovery of
magnetic fields in sunspots,



1950's - The Dobsonian Telescope, a portable, low-cost
Newtonian reflector telescope, was invented by John
Lowry Dobson, an American amateur astronomer and a
monk of the Ramakrishna Order. His sideline interest
in telescope building led him to communicate with others
outside the monastery that were interested in his work. He
was forced to choose between the monastery or his
telescopes; he chose the latter. He is credited with vastly
increasing the size of telescopes available to amateur
astronomers. Dobson's telescopes featured a simplified
mechanical design that was easy to manufacture from
readily available components to create a large, portable,
low-cost telescope. The design is optimized for observing
faint, deep-sky objects such as nebulae and galaxies. This type of observation requires a
large objective diameter (i.e. light-gathering power) of relatively short focal length and portability
for travel to less light-polluted locations.



1965 - the 238 Inch (6m) Large the Bolshoi Alatazimuth
Telescope in Russia is completed. With the goal of
building the largest telescope in the world, a title long held
by the Hale telescope at the Palomar Observatory
Mentioned above; the team settled on a new design of 6 m
(236 inches). This is about the maximum size a solid
mirror can have without suffering from major distortion
when tilted. A telescope's theoretical angular resolution is
defined by its aperture, which in the case of the BTA's 6 m
leads to a resolution of about 0.021 arcseconds.
Atmospheric effects overwhelm this, so it becomes
important to locate high-resolution instruments at high altitudes in order to avoid as much of the
atmosphere as possible. The original Pulkovo site, at 75 m above sea level, was simply not
suitable. After 16 expeditions, the site the final selection was in the North Caucasus Mountains
near Zelenchukskaya at a height of 2,070 m for the telescope and another instrument,
the RATAN-600 radio telescope.
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1990 - The Hubble Telescope was launched and
deployed in April 1990 into space; marking the most
significant advance in astronomy since Galileo's
telescope. Astronomers faced a major obstacle
standing between them and a clear view of the
universe: the Earth's atmosphere. In 1969 the Large
Space Telescope project was developed. Funding
dwindled and LST planners had to design the main
mirror from 120 inches to 94. A spacecraft had to be
designed to launch the telescope. In all, dozens of
contractors, a handful of universities, and several
NASA centers, spanning 21 states and 12 other
countries worldwide, made the dream of a telescope
above the clouds and in space a reality. Finally, on April 24, 1990, the space shuttle Discovery
lifted off from Earth with the Hubble Space Telescope nestled securely in its bay. The following
day, Hubble was released into orbit .
Five servicing missions and 25 years of operation,
our view of the universe and our place within it has
never been the same. This telescope has brought
images and information that is unprecedented. It is a
Ritchey Chretien design and has a primary mirror
that is 2.4 meters wide (94.5 inches).



1995 - The Hubble telescope takes the deep field
image which is arguable the most profound
astronomical image ever taken, along with the
Hubble Ultra deep field (2003-2004) and Hubble
Deep Field Mount (1998)



2005 - The Large Binocular Telescope (LBT) located
in Mount Graham International Observatory in
Arizona , achieves first light, The telescope is a novel
design collecting simultaneously the light from the
Universe with two circular mirrors, each 8.4m in
diameter. The total collecting area of the telescope
corresponds to a single circular mirror with a
diameter of 11.8m. This makes the LBT the most
powerful single mount telescope in the world when it
comes to light collection ability.



2005 - The South African Large Telescope (SALT)
achieves first light. Situated at the South African
Astronomical Observatory (SAAO) field station near
the small town of Sutherland, in the Northern Cape
province at an elevation of 1,798 m. It has a
segmented primary mirror that is 10.4 m in diameter
(409 in) class optical telescope designed mainly for
spectroscopy. It consists of 91 hexagonal mirror
segments each with a 1m inscribed diameter,
resulting in a total hexagonal mirror of 11.1 by 9.8 m.
It follows objects with a moving instrument package
at the focal point of the telescope mirror. SALT is
fixed at an elevation angle of 53° and thus moves
only in azimuth. Construction of SALT began in 2000,
and it made its first observations in 2005. More than 20 research institutes and universities
in Germany, India, New Zealand, Poland, the United Kingdom, and the United States are also
partners in SALT. This is the largest single optical telescope in the southern hemisphere. SALT
is currently funded by a consortium of international partners from South Africa, the United
States, Poland, India and the United Kingdom.
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Future Stargazing Instruments
Compiled by Corinne Gill



2021 The James Webb Space Telescope, Webb will be the largest, most powerful and complex
space telescope ever built and launched into space. It will fundamentally alter our understanding
of the universe; which is due to be launched in December 2021.
The James Webb Space Telescope (sometimes called JWST or Webb) is an orbiting infrared
observatory that will complement and extend the discoveries of the Hubble Space Telescope,
with longer wavelength coverage and greatly improved sensitivity due to it’s much bigger mirror
than Hubble. This larger light collecting area The longer wavelengths enable Webb to look much
closer to the beginning of time and to hunt for the unobserved formation of the first galaxies, as
well as to look inside dust clouds where stars and planetary systems are forming today. Hubble
is in a close 570 km orbit above the earth, while Webb will not actually orbit the Earth but will be

1.5 million kilometers (km) away at the second Lagrange (L2) point.
Webb will observe primarily in the infrared and will have four science instruments to capture
images and spectra of astronomical objects. These instruments will provide wavelength
coverage from 0.6 to 28 micrometers (or "microns"; 1 micron is 1.0 x 10-6 meters). The infrared
part of the electromagnetic spectrum goes from about 0.75 microns to a few hundred microns.
This means Webb's instruments will work primarily in the infrared range of the electromagnetic
spectrum, with some capability in the visible range (in particular in the red and up to the yellow
part of the visible spectrum). The instruments on Hubble can observe a small portion of the
infrared spectrum from 0.8 to 2.5 microns, but its primary capabilities are in the ultra-violet and
visible parts of the spectrum from 0.1 to 0.8 microns.
Stars and planets that are just forming lie hidden behind cocoons of dust that absorb visible light.
(The same is true for the very center of our galaxy.) However, infrared light emitted by these
regions can penetrate this dusty shroud and
reveal what is inside.
Webb will have an approx. 6.5 diameter
primary mirror, which would give it a
significantly larger collecting area than the
mirrors available on the current generation of
space telescopes. Hubble's mirror is a much
smaller 2.4 meters in diameter and its
corresponding collecting area is 4.5 m2, giving
Webb around 6.25 times more collecting area!
Webb will have significantly larger field of view
than the NICMOS camera on Hubble
(covering more than ~15 times the area) and
significantly better spatial resolution than is
available with the infrared Spitzer Space Telescope.
The Herschel Space Observatory was an infrared telescope built by the European Space Agency it too orbited the L2 point (where Webb will be). The primary difference between Webb and
Herschel is wavelength range: Webb goes from 0.6 to 28.5 microns; Herschel went from 60 to 500
microns. Webb is also larger, with an approximately 6.5 meter mirror vs. Herschel's 3.5 meters.
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2029 - The Giant Magellan Telescope (GMT) will be one member of the next generation of giant
ground-based telescopes that promises to revolutionize our view and understanding of the
universe. It will be constructed in the Las Campanas Observatory in Chile. Located in one of the
highest and driest regions on earth, Chile’s Atacama Desert, the GMT will have spectacular
conditions for more than 300 nights a year. Las Campanas Peak (“Cerro Las Campanas”),
where the GMT will be located, has an altitude of over 2,550 meters or approximately 8,500 feet.
The site is almost completely barren of vegetation due to lack of rainfall. The combination of
seeing, number of clear nights, altitude, weather and vegetation make Las Campanas Peak an
ideal location for the GMT.

Commissioning of the telescope is scheduled to begin in 2029. It will have an array of seven
solid glass mirrors that will combine to be the equivalent of a 24.5 meter (80 foot) in diameter
with a total collecting area of 368 square meters. The GMT will have a resolving power 10 times
greater than the Hubble Space Telescope. Light from the edge of the universe will first reflect off
of the seven primary mirrors, then reflect again off of the seven smaller secondary mirrors, and
finally, down through the center primary mirror to the advanced CCD (charge coupled device)
imaging cameras. There, the concentrated light will be measured to determine how far away
objects are and what they are made of.
Although the GMT mirrors will represent a much larger array than any telescope, the total weight
of the glass is far less than one might expect. This is accomplished by using a honeycomb mold,
whereby the finished glass is mostly hollow. The glass mold is placed inside a giant rotating oven
where it is “spin cast,” giving the glass a natural parabolic shape. This greatly reduces the
amount of grinding required to shape the glass and also reduces weight. Finally, since the giant
mirrors are essentially hollow, they can be cooled with fans to help equalize them to the night air
temperature, thus minimizing distortion from heat.
One of the most sophisticated engineering aspects of the telescope is what is known as
“adaptive optics.” The telescope’s secondary mirrors are actually flexible. Under each secondary
mirror surface, there are hundreds of actuators that will constantly adjust the mirrors to
counteract atmospheric turbulence. These actuators, controlled by advanced computers, will
transform twinkling stars into clear steady points of light. It is in this way that the GMT will offer
images that are ten times sharper than the Hubble Space Telescope’s.
Sources: https://www.jwst.nasa.gov/content/about/comparisonWebbVsHubble.html; https://
www.jwst.nasa.gov/; https://esahubble.org/about/history/; https://www.salt.ac.za/; https://
www.lbto.org/; https://skyandtelescope.org/astronomy-news/new-eye-for-giant-russiantelescope/; https://hubblesite.org/; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Dobson_
(amateur_astronomer); https://www.chegg.com/learn/physics/introduction-to-physics/haletelescope; http://www.edubilla.com/inventor/dmitry-dmitrievich-maksutov/
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Public Viewing - Pathfinders
by Mike Hadlow

Our second public viewing following the closure of the
Observatory due to the government lockdown as a
result of the Covid 19 pandemic, was carried out on 10
September 2021.
Although the viewing was a public
viewing, we restricted the viewing to
members of the Ebenezer Pathfinders
from the Seventh-day Adventists church
from Sobantu village in Pietermarizburg.
The viewing was carried out as per the regulations to the Disaster Management Act, 2002
published on 17 March 2020. In this regard, a guest list was prepared by the visitors and each of
the guests completed a screening questionnaire. The screening questionnaires were handed in on
arrival and the temperatures of each of the guests was taken.
The visitors were led by Jabulile Mthethwa who
arranged three minibuses and other private transport
from Pietermaritzburg. A total number of 40 guests
arrived. The guests ranged in age from pre-teenagers,
to teenagers, young adults and the adult organisers.
The guests were divided into groups such that
crowding and social distancing was maintained. (Photo
on Right).
We were fortunate to have a number of members of
the ASSA society assisting in the public viewing. In
this regard, I would like to thank the following who
either brought telescopes or assisted in controlling the
queues and viewing from the scopes. (Photo on
Right).
Amith, who set up his scope and camera to project his
viewing on to a screen, featured top left;
Maryanne bottom right; Piet bottom left and myself,
feature in the dome in the top right photo, all who set
up telescopes;
 Including Claire, Ooma and Nical who assisted with the admin and in controlling queues at the
various telescopes.


The members commenced setting up at 17:30 and were ready for the visitors who arrived at 18:30.
The visitors were seated on the grandstand and welcomed after which were moved to the open
area on the east of the pool where they were presented with a short talk on what was visible in the
sky at that time; see photo on right. Although Jabulile Mthethwa wanted us to show various
consolations particularly, Orion, it was explained that the various consolations are visible at certain
times of the year and when Scorpio is visible in winter, Orion is not visible.
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However, Scorpio, Sagittarius and Libra were pointed out to the guests. In addition, the southern
cross was pointed out and the guest was shown how to determine the direction south from the
southern cross. In addition, the guests were shown Venus, Jupiter, and Saturn.
After the talk the various groups were taken to the telescopes to view the following ;
Jupiter
Saturn
Venus
Omega Centauri
Jewel box
Alpha Centauri a double star
As usual, Saturn was a hit and with good crowd control each of the guests were able to view
Saturn from our new telescope in the dome.
An excellent evening was held by all and due to the current curfew regulation, we closed at 20:30.
Thanks again to everyone for help.
Mike.
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Space Foundation World Space Week 2021
As we celebrate World Space Week 2021 – ”Women in
Space,” Space Foundation invites you to join us for Space
Is Better Together, our weeklong celebration of the
incredible impact women have had on the global space
community, and how space is better when everyone is
involved.
We have special programming providing:


Information and key industry insights;



Education for students, teachers, and professionals; and,



Collaboration across the global space ecosystem.

https://landingpage.spacefoundation.org/space-foundationworld-space-week-2021

What is World Space Week?
World Space Week will be held from October 4-10, 2021. It is an annual event that celebrates
science and technology and their impact on the development of the human condition. The event
begins on the 4th to commemorate the launch of the first human-made satellite (Sputnik 1) on
October 4th 1957. It ends on the 10th to honour the signing of the Treaty on Principles Governing
the Activities of States in the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, including the Moon
and Other Celestial Bodies on 10th October 1967. World Space Week aims to educate people on
the benefits they receive from space, gain public support for space programmes and encourage
the use of space for sustainable economic development.

What is the theme of World Space Week 2021?
The theme of World Space Week 2021 is 'Women in Space'. Broadly speaking,
STEM subjects are seen as being dominated by men, but there have been lots
of amazing contributions by women to the world of space exploration. For
example, Katharine Louise Bouman is an American scientist who helped take
the first ever photograph of a black hole. Another Katharine, Katharine Coleman
Goble Johnson, was an African American mathematician, whose work has been Above:Katie Bouman
instrumental in US space exploration. Nonetheless, nearly 90% of those who
have been to space have been men, so World Space Week is also looking to
inspire some new budding female astronauts!

Left: NASA’s
Current woman
in Space

Above: Katharine
Coleman Johnson
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MEDIA RELEASE

From the South African National Space Agency
For Immediate Release

Join SANSA for World Space Week to Celebrate Women in Space
The South African National Space Agency (SANSA) invites you to join us in recognising local space
achievements during World Space Week from 4 - 10 October 2021.
World Space Week is an international celebration of Space science and technology, and its contribution to
the improvement of human lives. This year’s theme is “Celebrating Women in Space”. SANSA will host
several activities during Space Week to highlight the important contribution of South African women to the
local space sector.
A webinar series exploring exciting topics daily, featuring the women at SANSA and their pioneering work,
will run from Monday 4 to Friday 8 October. The webinars will be live at 14h00 daily during the week and
each will feature the diverse and passionate women who are pursuing careers in space.
If you would like to stand the chance to win a goody bag of SANSA merchandise then join in for all five
webinars and answer the question posted at the end of each webinar. Send all five answers to
dfouche@sansa.org.za by 17h00 on 8 October 2021 with your full name and contact number to stand a
chance to win the space goody bag.
SANSA is also re-opening its very popular public tours at the Hermanus Facility and tours are planned daily
during 5- 7 October at 11h00. These tours are free of charge and recommended for everyone interested in
the work we do at a Space Agency. Please book your spot in advance as tours are limited to 15 people per
tour. To book, send an email to events@sansa.org.za.
Several young women in grade 11 and 12 from schools in Hermanus will also be given an opportunity to
spend a day at SANSA and learn about the work being done at the Hermanus facility. SANSA is mandated
with growing the knowledge economy and offers several programmes through science engagement, aimed
at inspiring the youth to take up Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) subjects. We
understand the importance of encouraging more young women to pursue science and engineering fields.

World Space Week Webinar Programme:
Monday, 4 October:
“Space Solutions from Hermanus” by Dr Lee-Anne McKinnell, SANSA Managing Director
Register here: https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Ptxm70jyS0WiKldYJcPtog
Tuesday, 5 October
Meet the Space Weather Forecasters: Forecasting Space Weather to protect technology
Register here: https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_kE5Blu80QQCNW4uXvPzFSQ
Wednesday, 6 October
Making Research Count by Dr Rendani Nndanganeni and Dr Tshimangadzo Matamba
Register here: https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_RLVHhx_ITSeY2zhRSpHOew
Thursday, 7 October
All things data: Data stewardship, interpretation and dissemination for science advancement
Register here: https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Ea3TER_-SUSN8AQrk-Jx_A
Friday 8, October
From Classroom to Boardroom: Using Space to inspire Science Career Choices
Register here: https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_O0Uy3lU5TF-yc3MpHo_FLw
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ASSA Durban Minutes of General Meeting
8 September 2021 - 19:30 via Zoom

Attendees:
Speaker:

Adrian Tiplady (PhD)

Members (DBN):

Amith Rajpal

Claire Odav

Don Orsmond

Dr PW Foster

Dylan Evans

Gerald de Beer

John Visser

Graham Alston

Maryanne Jackson

Michel Benet

Michael Watkeys

Mike Hadlow

Moya

Nichal S

Pieter Strauss

Sheryl Venter

Yesen Govender

Francois Zinserling

Jean Senogles

Moya O Donahue

Ooma Rambilass

Peter Cramb

Robert Suberg

Roger Bond

Yesen Govender

Members (JHB):

Alison Coulter

Andy Overbeek

Brendon Fairhurst

Brian

Carmel Ives

Cassim Maheter

Chris Stewart

Darth Vader,

Dave Blane

David B

Dee Biobaku

Etsuo Takayanagi

Giljen Jacobs

Graham Alston

Guido

Gyulas

Hazel Hall

Humairaa Mahomed

John Lindsay-Smith

John Visser,

Kevin

Lincoln Partridge

Malcolm

Mandy van der Walt

Mary Catherine Mac

Michael

Michelle Freeman

Mike Pote

Noel Green

Phuti Mosomane

RGopal

Rodney Hyman

ShaunO

Tessa Collins

Apologies:

Sheryl Venter (JHB)

John Gill

Corinne Gill

Alan Marnitz
1.

Welcome and Presentation (JHB meeting):
Alison Coulter welcomed members and introduced the speaker. Adrian Tiplady (PhD)

1.1 Alan presented a talk on “Searching for the Origins of the Universe”, detailing operations and
research at SKA
1.2 Amith thanked JHB for hosting and the Durban members exited to join the general meeting

2. Welcome (Durban meeting):



3.

The Chairman, Amith Rajpal, welcomed all attendees, and visitors.
Since the JHB presentation took 2 hours, the Durban meeting would be short.

Previous meeting:

Minutes approved by Corinne Gill and seconded by Amith Rajpal.

There were no matters arising from previous minutes
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4.

Finance:

Corinne Gill sent detail of financials by email during the meeting

Treasurer’s report was presented by Corinne
ASSA Durban Financials
Meeting

Date

Current

Investment

Cash

AGM Year End
General Meeting

2021-06-30
2021-08-11

R 15 460.46
R 20 813.91

R 59 998.42
R 60 158.69

R 1 204:00
R 1 204:00

Committee Meeting

2021-08-25

R 21 353.91

R 60 324.74

General Meeting

2021-09-08

R 21 763.91

R 60 324.74

R 1 204:00
R 1 204:00

ASSA Durban Members

5.

Members
Year-end 2021-07-01

No off
119

Paid Up
116

Honoury
3

Resigned

2021-08-11
2021-09-08

120
120

68
84

3
3

4

Events:
5.1 Sutherland Trip:

The Sutherland trip status is still ‘postponed’ until new details are available

Piet said Mango flight and details are still unknown

SAAO and Hermanus are not accepting groups

Deposits are still intact until April 2022. B&B deposits are unsure

All correspondence in this regard to be sent to piet@astronomydurban.co.za

5.2 Viewing evening for Pmb School

Up to 40 kids from Pathfinders 7th day Adventist PMB arriving on Friday

Mike needs an assistant

Setup from 5.30 and finish early to not clash with curfew
5.3 Virtual astronomy course:

Course is a valuable tool for raising more members

Amith asked what member interests are

Moya will circulate at school if we prepare a presentation

Course was 6 weeks. Dates likely early next year. R160 pp

Graham Alston volunteered to assist

School dates not necessarily important because the course would be online

To be reconsidered next year.
5.4 100 years of ASSA

Cape Town request other centres to provide info on the centres

Royal Natal Observatory is something to mention in the 100 year ASSA newsletter

If anyone has other contributions to offer, please do

Hose Campos was an honorary member and discovered a comet

6.

General:

No new matters

The next General Meeting was noted for 13th October 2021 @ 19:30

Details will be sent via email and WhatsApp

7.

Meeting closed

The Chairman closed the meeting at 21:50
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Library News
News from the Library:
With over 400 books, our library is a treasure trove of information, astronomical interest and history! We hope our
books will be accessible to members again as soon as non-virtual meetings resume.
In September, we were gifted some beautiful additions by Robert Czanik!
There are 17 books, 3 magazines and a small assortment of notebooks etc.
1. The Binary Stars (Robert Aitken)
2. Parallel Worlds (Michio Kaku)
3. Fundamentals of Astrodynamics ( Bate, Mueller,White)
4. High Energy Gama-Ray Astronomy (Aharonian, Volk)
5. The Physics and Chemistry of the Interstellar Medium(A.G.G.M. Tielens)
6. The View from the Centre of the Universe (Joel Primack an Nancy Ellen Abrams)
7. Mathematical Astronomy (Jean Meeus)

8. More Mathematical Astronomy (“)
9. Spherical Astronomy (Dr. F. Brunnow)
10. Maclear & Herschell: Letters and Diaries at the Cape of Good Hope.(Brian & Nancy Warner)
11. Dictionary of Astronomy (J.H. de Klerk)
12. The impact of large-scale Surveys on Pulsating Star Research (Astronomical society of the
Pacific)
13. Precision Photometry (SAAO)
14. Astrophysical Sources of High Energy Particles and Radiation (American Institute of Physicls)
15. Space Mission, Analysis and Design. (James Wertz & Wiley J. Larson)
16. Introduction to Optics – Geometric and Physical ( John Kellock Robertson)
17. Particle Astrophysics and Cosmology (Nato ASI Series)
If you have a curious mind, or are a keen reader and would like to
be the first to borrow any of these books, please contact me to
arrange.
Claire Odhav
claire@astronomydurban.co.za
0833955160
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Public Viewing Roster
ASSA Durban
Dome Master
Mike Hadlow

083 326 4085

Public

Telescope
Volunteer

Phone

Assistant

New Moon
Viewing

TBC

Alan Marnitz

7 October 2021

8 October 2021

TBC

TBC

TBC

5 November 2021

5 November 2021

TBC

TBC

TBC

4 December 2021

3 December 2021

PUBLIC VIEWING RESUMED:
Public viewing is allowed back on site at the school in the dome and around the pool; due to revised
lockdown level 3. This may change according to any revised lockdown conditions.
Please note there is a roster with a booking system. Once the number of telescopes are confirmed,
Individuals will be contacted to confirm dates and times. Please book your place !
Kindly note, everyone will be required to adhere to the Covid & social distancing regulations of 1.5m
and all will need to sign the attached mandatory questionnaire. Temperatures will also be taken on site.
NOTIFY OBSERVATORY MANAGER:
Members interested in attending the above viewing evenings and/or becoming involved in assisting
with the viewing evenings, please send your names to Mike Hadlow at the following address:
mike@astronomydurban.co.za
Volunteers to please identify which role you are willing to assist with, Dome Master, Viewing Assistant
or a Telescope Volunteer.
After which, attendance will be confirmed and viewing dates will be announced.

VOLUNTEERS REQUIRED:
Dome Master - Taking responsibility for the viewing evenings and learning how to set up, manage and
use the new telescope.
Viewing Assistant - Learning about the new telescope, assisting with the viewing evenings, assisting
viewing members as required.
Telescope Volunteers - Members willing to bring their telescopes to the viewing evenings to set up
around the pool for public viewing. VOLUNTEERS REQUIRED:

Viewing Contacts:
Mike Hadlow
Alan Marnitz

Phone
083 326 4085

Email
mike@astronomydurban.co.za
alan@astronomydurban.co.za
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Notice Board
MEETINGS:


GENERAL MEETING: will be held via ZOOM on Wednesday 13 October 2021 @ 19:30



PUBLIC VIEWING MEETINGS - please refer to website under the tab “Viewing and Events” for any updates with regards
viewing under the current Covid restrictions; or click here: https://astronomydurban.co.za/events-viewing/

MNASSA:
 Monthly Notes of the Astronomical Society of Southern Africa.
 Available at www.mnassa.org.za to download your free monthly copy.
NIGHTFALL:
 Fantastic astronomy magazine. Check it out.
 Available from the ASSA website assa.saao.ac.za/about/publications/nightfall/

MEMBERSHIP FEES & BANKING:

 Membership fees remain the same for this 2021 - 22 financial year
which is from 2021-07-01 to 2022-06-30
Members in credit were notified personally of their credit amounts and balances due.














Single Members:
Family Membership:
Under 18 members:
Cash/Cheques:
Account Name:
Bank:
Account No.
Branch:
Code:
Reference:
Proof of Payment:

R 170:00
R 200:00 for parents and children
Free
Please note NO cheques or cash will now be accepted
ASSA Natal Centre
Nedbank
1352 027 674
Nedbank Durban North
135 226
SUBS - SURNAME and FIRST NAME
treasurer@astronomydurban.co.za

SKY GUIDE 2021 and ASSA MASKS - Limited number available at reduced prices!!!

Sky Guides: R 50:00 each with payment reference: SG - SURNAME and FIRST NAME

Masks:
R 50:00 each with payment reference: MK - SURNAME and FIRST NAME

For Both:
R100:00 using the payment reference: SM - SURNAME and FIRST NAME
Please ensure proof of payment is sent to treasurer@astronomydurban.co.za following your payment.
RESIGNATIONS from ASSA:
Please send an email immediately notifying the Secretary of your wish to resign from the society to :
secretary@astronomydurban.co.za
NEW COMMITTEE POSITIONS & CONTACTS:















Chairman
Vice Chair
Secretary
Treasurer
Guest Speaker Liaison
Observatory & Equipment
Observatory Assistant
Publicity & Librarian
Out-Reach - Public
Out-Reach - Schools
Special Projects
St. Henry’s Marist College Liaison
’nDaba Editor, Website & Facebook

Amith Rajpal
Debbie Abel
Francois Zinserling
Corinne Gill
Piet Strauss
Mike Hadlow
Alan Marnitz
Claire Odhav
Sheryl Venter
Sihle Kunene
Corinne Gill
Moya O`Donoghue
John Gill

Amith@astronomydurban.co.za
Debbie@astronomydurban.co.za
Secretary@astronomydurban.co.za
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